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Editorial
Nerissa, Simon & Andi
Gardeners know what grows well in the soil here, and
where to find the sheltered spots. We use the land to
our advantage, and love what it does for us. The special
qualities of the soil are the same as they were for many
centuries. The hills are standing in the same formation
as they have for thousands of years. We are the fleeting
beneficiaries of the landscape, which provides a haven
for birds and animals and human beings alike.

He, like so many of you, is a walker, going out in all
weathers to experience Leintwardine in December and
January, when it is bare and beautiful. With the leaves
and flowers gone, the line of the horizon, the shape of
the fields and the different lanes that travel through them,
become apparent. You can see how it all fits together. In We are exploring the land here in this edition, and the
different ways in which we use it. We also have some
Summer, the foliage takes pride of place, bursting and
stunning photographs of how it looked earlier in the year
bulging with colour and life. In Winter, however, we can
when it was covered over with a surprising amount of
see the trees for what they really are; smaller than they
snow. Whatever the
looked in all their splendour, bearing individual marks
season or the
and wounds inflicted by long passed storms. Fences
weather,
stand out against the backdrop of the fields, and the sky
Leintwardine
towers above
is a lovely
We learn the lie of the land, literally, in January and
place to work,
February, and then a moment arrives before you notice
walk, grow
it, when the black twigs in the hedgerow are suddenly
up, grow old,
covered in buds. The greening of the landscape begins.
and enjoy
Snowdrops, primroses, celandines, anemones grow in
yourself.
the verges, and we all sow our crops.

SYRIAN REFUGEES IN HEREFORDSHIRE UPDATE - By Jonathan Hopkinson
Following the successful resettlement of the first tranche of Syrian Refugees, Herefordshire Council has agreed to take
a further 35 Syrian refugees.
In addition, they have agreed to accept up to 40 asylum seekers from dispersal centres. The Council has expressed a
preference for family groups. Resettlement has been more successful with families than with 16-17 year olds, who
prefer to be nearer cities. The hope is that, if the council offers places in advance, they will be able to choose to have
families rather than individuals.
All will be housed in and around Hereford. The council will tender for an agency to house and support the Syrians. The
asylum seekers will be housed by G4S.'

Editors:
Simon Tagg, Nerissa Wilson,
Andrea Moore
Roving Reporters:
Peter Forshaw
Next Copy Date:
15th May 2018
Email Feedback To:
LeintwardineLife@gmail.com
We welcome all submissions for the Summer 2018 edition
from local artists and photographers. If you are a
sculptor or make crafts then we will be happy to visit and
photograph your skills.
Front cover art: Painting by David Dunne (1926-2014)
Byline art for Editorial, The Long View, Seasonal Recipe,
Science and Nature and Council Matters: by Jane Wells
Leintwardine Mice and seasonal Pheasants : by Mark Whittle
Thank you to all contributors.
Spring flowers - by Andrea Moore (2018)
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Spring lambs - by Andrea Moore (2018)

First news: Peter Forshaw is joining our cooperative.
We are delighted and expect a new and very individual
eye to be cast over the village from now on.

The Long View
Thor Ewing
THE ETYMOLOGY OF IDENTITY
In this article, I try to follow some signposts to the early history
of our landscape as revealed in local place names. Most
English place names have been handed down to us from the
form of English spoken in Anglo-Saxon times (c.450-1066AD),
but there are also traces of earlier Celtic communities who
spoke a language similar to modern Welsh. Although the
Roman Empire dominated Britain for four centuries, it left
surprisingly little linguistic trace on British language or
landscape. and, here in the Marches, there are inevitably
more Welsh elements than elsewhere in England. The
coexistence of two separate language communities is
remembered in the nearby place name Walford (Domesday
Book, ‘Waliforde’), named by the English to mean ‘the Welsh
ford’. Unusually, none of the place names covered here are
recorded before Domesday Book in 1086.

According to Domesday Book, in 1066 Leintwardine had been
a royal manor with its own church and priest, so it is no
surprise to discover that the place name Kinton (which
appears in Domesday Book as ‘Chingtune’) comes from cyne
tun meaning ‘king’s farmstead’, and no doubt the royal manor
house would have been found here. There’s no way to know
for sure whether an Anglo-Saxon king ever visited
Leintwardine, but because they received much of their taxes
‘in kind’ and consumed them as they travelled through their
kingdoms, it is not at all unlikely. Nearby Mocktree has a less
glamorous origin, being from the Welsh moch tref meaning
‘pig farm’.

Hazletree Hundred
The other places covered here come within the Hundred
named in Domesday Book as ‘Hezetre’ or ‘Hazletree’; a
Hundred was an ancient division of a shire, now only
Leintwardine
remembered in pubs named ‘The Hundred House’ which
We must of course start with the name Leintwardine but alas, would once have been the meeting place for the Hundred
it is not the most straightforward of names to translate. The
Courts.
‘-wardine’ part is, perhaps surprisingly, the easy bit. It’s the
same word that, in other parts of the country might appear as Burrington is first mentioned in Domesday book as ‘Boritune’,
‘-worth’ or ‘-worthing’, and denotes an enclosure or enclosed
which suggests a fairly straightforward derivation from burh
settlement; ‘-wardine’ place names are a local variant
tun meaning ‘fortified farmstead’ or ‘farmstead at the fort’; if
common to Shropshire and Herefordshire, and another
this is indeed the meaning of the name, we might hope to find
example is found within the old Leitwardine Hundred at
the earthworks of a fort nearby. According to the
Pedwardine (‘Peada’s enclosure’, named in Domesday Book ‘Herefordshire Through Time’ website, there is an ‘alleged
as ‘Pedewrde’). Although place name scholars tend to look at camp’ at Burrington; the word ‘camp’ was once used to
the earliest form of the name for the best understanding of
describe all manner of prehistoric and ancient fortifications, so
early forms, in this case the Domesday Book scribe recorded if proved true, this could be the burh we are looking for (SMR
the name as ‘Lenteurd’/‘Lenteurde’, as if deliberately avoiding no. 4611; Grid Ref SO 44 72). The webpage lists two
the local form ‘-wardine’. The enclosure in question must have references, but the earlier of the two seems not to mention
been the remains of the Roman fort of Bravonium, which
any camp here. I have looked on the ground, and also at the
would still have been plainly visible in the days of the first
2m LIDAR map, but can find nothing which looks like a camp.
English settlers about 1,500 years ago.
My guess is that this ‘alleged camp’ was simply assumed to
exist on the basis of the supposed origin for the name.
When it comes to the ‘Leint-’ element however, there is no
such simple solution. The most obvious suggestion would be
I haven’t come across any early records for the name
that Leintwardine was the enclosure belonging to someone
Bringewood, but the name is thought to be from brinc wudu,
called Lenta, who also presumably owned the halh or ‘nook’
‘the wood on the edge of the hill’. However, I’m intrigued by
at Leinthall; the difficulty here is that ‘Lenta’ isn’t entirely
another possibility for these two names, which would make
convincing as an Anglo-Saxon personal name. Perhaps it is a them as close in meaning as they are in location. My
Brythonic Celtic name, or comes from Lena as a diminutive of suggestion is that there was never any fort at Burrington,
Leofwin, or alternatively, it might represent the place name
which takes its name instead from an early landowner named
‘Lene’ which Domesday Book gives to the whole area from
Burra (a regular diminutive for Anglo-Saxon personal names
Kington to Leominster, and which is thought to be the first
such as Burgred), either as burra tun (Burra’s farm), or as
element in the place name Lyonshall. It has also been
burringa tun (farm of the people of Burra). If so, it is easy to
suggested that the first element comes from ‘lent’ (said to
see how Bringewood might be derived from burringa wudu
derive from Welsh llion, meaning ‘torrent’) as an otherwise
(wood of the people of Burra).
lost Welsh name for the River Teme; my difficulty with this is
that the name Teme must go back to ancient times. Teme is
Downton appears in Domesday Book as ‘Duntune’, which
essentially the same name as is found in the River Team,
means simply ‘farmstead on the hill’, making the full name
River Thames, River Thame, River Tame and River Tamar; all ‘Downton on the Rock’ seem somewhat tautologous.
these river names may go back to a Brythonic Celtic name
akin to ‘Tamesa’, possibly meaning ‘dark’. Similarly, the River I haven’t been able to find any early forms of the name
Clun, known in Welsh as Colunwy, shares its name with four
Knackleston, but would suggest it comes from the Welsh
rivers named Colne, in Lancashire, Hertfordshire, Yorkshire
cnwc meaning ‘hillock, knoll’ as in the place name Knucklas,
and Essex; this river name is thought to be pre-Celtic in origin, cnwc glas, ‘the green, or blue-green hillock’. If so, the ‘-ton’
so some similar name would probably have been used by
ending would make Knackleston ‘the farmstead by the green
locals for this river more than 2,500 years ago, though the rest knoll’.
of their language would have been utterly different from either
English or Welsh.
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Friends of Leintwardine School and Nursery
Nicola Gorry
On Thursday the 24th of January Leintwardine Endowed C they all learnt something new! Some comments on the
session were:of E Primary School opened its doors at 9am, not only to
the children but to parents as well. Parents and carers
‘It was great to see the children so enthusiastic about their
were invited in to find out more about how writing is taught
work’, ‘Great to come in and see the different ways they
in school and to work alongside the pupils. They took part
in activities and looked at the types of writing that is done in learn things now, as it has changed so much’ and ‘The
standard of work that the children write is amazing’.
school. This was the second session like this as last year
we held a “Stay and Learn’ session that focused on Maths.

Activities included - developing gross motor skills outside,
editing text, incorporating conjunctions into their writing,
planning stories, playing spelling games, practising
handwriting and thinking about word classifications – sorting
out our onomatopoeias, similes, antonyms and synonyms.
Grown-ups learnt the importance of talking to children and
encouraging them to use their imaginations. They were
also given the chance to look at some fabulous picture
books that inspire creative writing.

It was lovely to see children proudly sharing their writing
with the grown-ups. The buzz around school was fantastic
and the adults went away with a good understanding of
what happens in school and between you and me, I think
Children enjoy an unscheduled day off school to go sledging on Church Hill - Simon Tagg (2017)
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Youth Group
Members of the Leintwardine Youth Group
THE OLD SCHOOL ROOM RENOVATION
By Robert Cock

projects, nature investigations and as a calm space for
mindfulness, reflection and environmental awareness.
private parties during the summer, as it has direct access to
the large grassed area at the rear and would make a great
space for indoor/outdoor activity.

Can it really be a year already? Back in February 2017, the
Community Centre committee held an Open Morning in the
Anyone who needs a less formal space to hire.
Old School Room. It was part of the school which
So far so good; we know what we want to use it for, and we
occupied the whole site before it became a community
centre. Several of our older visitors remembered attending have strong interest from potential users. However, if you
came to the Open Day, you know the building needs major
school in it. We think it was still used as a school room up
repairs and renovation. We’ve decided what needs doing,
until the 1970s. After that, it had various uses, including a
and got tender prices from three good local builders, so we
youth club, and most recently as Peter Faulkner’s coracle
know that we need a significant sum of money to pay for it.
workshop.
Whilst the Centre is financially sound, we don’t have enough
money to pay for this without draining the coffers.
Fortunately, there are a range of grant-giving bodies which
support projects like this. We have applied for, and been
given, grants by Awards for All (The Big Lottery) and a local
charity, The Rowlands Trust. However, those grants cover
less than half of what we need. So, having secured that
“match” funding, we have now applied to the LEADER
Programme for the largest share of the money.
The LEADER Programme is a nationwide, European Union
funded programme, administered at county level by
Herefordshire Council. It gives grants to community groups
to support a range of activities in rural areas, including the
provision of services in rural areas. Applying for funding is
Leintwardine children in front of the old primary school circa 1950 - (co Peter Faulkner)
a two-stage process, and we have already cleared the first
When Peter decided to call time on his coracle business, the hurdle. We sent off the second-stage application before
Christmas, and it is now just a case of waiting to hear.
Committee had to decide what to do with this lovely old
building. After all, it would be a shame to just leave it empty So, watch this space for further updates! If the LEADER
Programme give us the grant, we plan to start work in the
and unloved.
second quarter of the year, and we’ll tell you more about the
project then. If not, it will be back to the drawing board…
Hence the Open Morning. Lots of people came to look
round, and many left helpful suggestions about how we
could use the building. We also consulted village groups,
the primary school and people involved with art and crafts
locally. That feedback convinced the Committee that the
building should be brought back into use and added to the
facilities for hire at the Centre.
The plan is to make it a ‘robust’ space suitable for a range
of uses. Based on firm interest we’ve had, we see it being
used by: artists and craftspeople needing short-term making,
creating, exhibition space and the Youth Group for some of
their activities which aren’t entirely suited to the main hall.
Leintwardine Primary School, which has expressed keen
interest in using it as an ‘off-site’ resource for larger art

The Old School House - by Rob Cock (Feb 2018 )

Contact details:
Karen (07773 580 939)
Room 9, Leintwardine Community Centre,
Leintwardine, Shropshire SY7 0LB. Tel: 01547 540 772
We are always looking for more volunteers. No permanent

LYG sessions run from 4pm – 8pm every Tuesday
Entry is FREE

commitment needed, just a couple of hours now and then Website:
would make a big difference.
LYG91210.wordpress.com
VOLUNTEERING CAN BE FUN
JOIN IN THE LYG SUCCESS STORY NOW!

Spring 2018
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letwdineyouthgroup@gmail.com, k393f@btinternet.com
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Hobbies & Crafts
Matthew Lloyd
A MODEL LIFE
For as long as I can remember I have enjoyed making
miniature worlds, and the things that can be found in them.
As a child I liked the magical combination of balsa wood,
card and adhesive, watching myself take these materials,
lay them over plans, and turn them into a three-dimensional
reality that would fly from my hands. The promise of the box
illustration, the carefully selected bundle of sticks and
packets of tiny parts, the detailed step-by-step instructions,
all created an anticipation of perfect flight in the near future.
Most failed at the final hurdle. Rubber power would contrive
to destroy the delicate balsa framework, trees would
consume the hours of work, tiny but mighty engines would
bite fingers.

But eventually I mastered the art and enjoyed many years
of making and flying model aircraft. I progressed to
installing radio control systems and often spent Sundays at
my local model flying club near Wrexham, Clwyd, thrilled to
find that I was not alone in enjoying the passion of spending
time and money on something that we would then send
skyward, with all the perils that inherently entails. Returning
home with intact models completed the journey, propelling
me to return the following weekend to risk all once more.
Arriving at Kingston upon Thames Polytechnic in 1988, I
had left my hobby at home, replacing it with music, beer
and friends. A few weeks into my Aeronautical Engineering
degree, I found I was struggling with the coursework. I was
not alone: I became one of the 10% of the intake that
looked at other courses on offer. After much reflection and
discussion with course tutors, I attended an interview for the
Graphic Design degree, but was sad to learn that I did not
have the foundation studies required for entry. Undeterred, I
returned to my digs with several copies of Creative Review
under my arm, intent on exploring careers that might suit
me. This publication covers the trades behind film,
television, advertising and marketing, and I hoped to find an
advertising agency in London that would take on an
apprentice commercial artist. I scoured the business
directory pages - lists of companies offering services to the
industry - most of them based in London. One column stood
out above all others: Model Making. Around a dozen firms
were offering model making services - and nearly half of
them were within a few miles of where I was sat!
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I gathered a thin portfolio of drawings and photographs,
made telephone calls and knocked on doors. The second
door I tried was that of a studio in Walton upon Thames,
who immediately took me on as junior model maker. Their
client list was diverse and fascinating: architects, airlines,
advertisers and Shepperton film studios, on the other side
of the Thames. Soon we moved to a larger premises in
Sunbury. I worked on 400th scale architectural models
including Stanstead airport and Snaresbrook Crown Court. I
painted countless commercial airliners for display in travel
agents’ windows. I made and installed talking polar bears
into department stores, a golden egg-laying chicken into a
theme park, and the belly of a vast space ship into Granada
television’s visitor centre. The hours were long and the
deadlines tight. Health and safety took a back seat as we
moulded, welded, painted, glued and assembled all in the
same vast shed. I found it both exciting and exhausting. We
worked on the very first Batman movie. We helped sell
Marlboro cigarettes. I found myself working at Farnborough
Airshow, RAF Hendon, Harrods and Hamleys toy store. We
had to adapt and problem solve every day of the week including weekends. And then my journey ended with a
bang: a late night accident involving a circular saw resulted
in my sitting in A&E, reflecting on my work. The studio was
indeed an accident waiting to happen, and I decided to
change tack and explore my interest in the graphic arts. I
became a freelance illustrator, cartoonist and graphic
designer, and settled into a new home in Shropshire, where
I set up Think Graphic, a business offering marketing and
interpretive graphics to businesses, museums and visitor
centres, which I still do to this day.

The opportunity to work with Leintwardine History society as
a graphic designer came about after moving to the village in
2013, and after sharing my stories of model making, the
idea came about for creating a scale model of Roman
Leintwardine, circa AD180. My passion for making
something from nothing took me from research through to
craft, and I am thrilled with the resulting 800th scale model
illustrated here, soon to be on show at Leintwardine
Community Centre. I now look forward to more
opportunities to combine my interests and skills, although I
am not sure I am up for making another golden egg-laying
chicken!
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Hobbies & Crafts
Patrick Orton
Spring Stargazing
Spring is on its way, and as Orion gradually disappears from view, a pair of twins (Gemini) take his place.
As well as having some individually named stars, every constellation
has systematic names for all its visible stars, starting with alpha for the
brightest star, and continuing through the Greek alphabet for each of
the others, in order of brightness. The two brightest stars in Gemini are
Castor & Pollux, named after the two twins. Pollux is the brighter of
the two, so its systematic name should be α Geminorum, with Castor
as β Geminorum. However, people often get in a muddle over twins,
and when the stars in this constellation were catalogued in 1603,
Castor inadvertently got the honour of being the “alpha male”!
According to legend, Pollux was fathered by Zeus, whereas Castor’s
father was merely king Tyndareus, so Pollux clearly should have got
top billing.

Gemini is well-placed in the evening sky in Spring, high up in the south around 9pm in late March. With good
eyesight, you can see that Castor appears blue-white, and Pollux has an orange tint.
Castor star system
Castor is actually a system of 6 stars, organised into three
pairs of closely orbiting stars. The two brightest stars, in turn,
orbit around each other, and together form what we see as
“Castor”. The remaining two (red dwarf) stars are too dim to
see and orbit around the other four, but much further out.
How interesting it would be for us to orbit six stars instead of
one, but daylight hours and the seasons could get a bit
chaotic.

Planet Spotting
The planet Mercury sticks close to the
Sun, and is far from easy to see, but it
should just be visible immediately after
sunset for a few days around 15th
March. Your best chance to catch it is
between 6 & 7pm. Find a place with a
clear view to the west.
Jupiter is at opposition on 9th May, just
6 days before the New Moon, so it will
be easy to spot near this date, rising in
the east around sunset, and visible in
the south most of the night.
If there is anything about the night sky
you would like to see featured or
explained in Leintwardine Life, drop an
e-mail to
leintwardineskies@gmail.com
The sun goes down on another snowy day on Brockley Meadow - Simon Tagg (2017)
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Seasonal Recipe - Spring 2018
Neil Cooper
Pheasant, Pork & Cranberry Terrine
(serves 8 – 10) – depending on greed level!
Oven – 170C
Time 90 minutes
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

1lb Minced pork
4oz dried cranberries
1 large onion (diced)
2tsp dried thyme
1 egg
2tbsp brandy (optional)
Salt & pepper
2 pheasant breasts
10 rashers smoked streaky bacon (rindless)

1. Mix together everything except for the pheasant
breasts and bacon.
2. Oil the inside of a 2lb loaf tin, then line with streaky
bacon.
3. Divide the meat mixture in half and press the first half
down into the loaf tin.
4. Slice the pheasant breasts thinly and place on top of
the mixture.
5. Put remaining mix on top then cover with streaky
bacon so that the mixture is covered.
6. Cover with baking parchment, then with aluminium
foil, tucking in a the edges so that
7. everything is nicely sealed.
8. Place in a roasting tin and pour boiling water in so
that it comes halfway up the loaf tin.
9. Bake at 170C for 90 minutes.
10. (If you have a food thermometer you can check the
temperature..it should be over 68C.)
11. Remove from water bath and leave to cool
completely.
12. Once cold remove from tin and crisp the bacon using
a blowtorch. (if you don’t have one, then the bacon
can be crisped under a hot grill.
Wrap in cling film and slice when cold (or it can be frozen
for use later)
This is also great if you substitute the pheasant for a
chicken fillet and remove the cranberries and replace
with a layer of dried apricots.
Pear, Cider & Ginger Confit (to go with the above).

1. Put cider, ginger beer, sugar, balsamic and
muscovado sugar in a large pan.
2. Peel the pears and halve lengthways then remove
the core. Slice each half into four lengthways and
add to the pan.
3. Peel the shallots and quarter each shallot through
the root then add to pan.
4. Peel the root ginger, cut into matchsticks and add to
the mixture.
5. Gradually bring to the boil, then put on a low heat to
simmer for about 2 hours until it has reduced by
about two-thirds. (The mixture should have a nice
sticky glaze consistency).
6. Leave to cool & transfer into a sterilised jar, or it will
keep for a couple of weeks in a covered container in
the refrigerator.
Almond And Orange Pancakes
(makes 8 – 10 pancakes)
Oven 170C
Time 25 minutes
Filling
●
●
●
●
●

6oz butter – soft
6oz caster sugar
4 eggs – beaten
8oz ground almonds
4 drops almond extract
or 2 tbsp of Amaretto

Pancakes
● 4oz plain flour
● 2 eggs
● ½ pt milk (or milk &
water mix)
● Oil or butter for
greasing

1. Mix the butter and sugar together until pale.
2. Add the eggs one at a time followed by the ground
almonds and essence. Divide the mixture between
the pancakes
3. (if you need instruction on how to make a pancake,
then you’re reading the wrong column!)
4. Roll up the pancakes and place into a greased
ovenproof dish and cover with foil. (This can all be
done the day before).
5. While the pancakes are cooking, Make a sauce by
heating 2oz of butter in a pan, and brown 4oz flaked
almonds. Add orange juice, 1tbsp of caster sugar
and a splash of Cointreau or Amaretto.
Reduce until syrupy and pour over hot pancakes. Serve
with cream or ice cream.

● 8 hard pears (supermarket ‘ready to eat’ pears are
usually like bricks so they’ll do fine)
● 10 shallots
● ½ pt cider
● ½ pt ginger beer
● 6oz muscovado sugar
● 4fl oz balsamic vinegar
● 1 x 4” piece of root ginger
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Science & Nature
John Voysey & George Cebo
AN INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY
By John Voysey
On the way to Ludlow and just before you reach
Bromfield you will pass a field on your left, part of the
Oakly Park estate, where, when it is lying fallow between
its successive crops of corn, there are clear signs as to
its recent history. These are the dark circles left by the
old pitsteads or charcoal hearths from the time when the
local woods were coppiced to make charcoal for the
great furnace and forges making cast and wrought iron
at Downton. When this industry gave way to the coalfired industrial revolution the wood was
grubbed up to be followed by food
production. That was over a hundred years
ago and one more of our indigenous mixed
oak woods was lost. Not only were the
native trees shrubs, flowers and wildlife
lost but the words from the many woodland
crafts were also lost, from adze to yoke,
from bodger to wattle. Jobs too. In 1749 it
is recorded that a hundred workers were
employed during the winter in Lord
Bateman's 1400 acres of coppice woods at
Shobdon.

From a timber economy dependant on our hardwood
(broadleaves) trees to one based on conifers has
resulted in one of the biggest changes in our landscape
history. For, in spite of the increase in our area of
woodland we continue to import 90% of our timber needs,
most of it from the coniferous forests of the northern
hemisphere. Just don't talk about trade deals.
So, once a year this field reminds us of our industrial and
ecological past with its cartwrights, wheelwrights,
millwrights, bodgers, turners, coopers, cloggers and
many other skilled users of our native timbers. Just look
at our surnames. The countryside was busy, busy, busy.

A few brave souls continue today to make
charcoal, thatching spars and hurdles and
the consummate artist Andy Pearson with
his ecclesiastical carvings, especially his
misericords in our church, follows that
mediaeval tradition.
A charcoal stained field - by John Voysey (2018)

HEDGEROW OBSERVATIONS
By George Cebo
Make it about the land was the given good guidance, so
take a stroll along the local lanes and you will pass various
small farms. Not that long ago villagers would have been
employed in many trades, producing goods and food.
Some of you will remember the cows wandering down
Watling Street after milking by Harry or Les, following the
Matriarch back to the grass fields; she knew where she
was going, slow and sure, the best village way.
Now friends from the old country give gifts of food, pork,
beef, duck, cured, spiced and smoked over wood
chippings to give that lovely smoky flavour. Add to that
menu local cheese and fish, tasty fresh bread and you will
be so fit, healthy and happy. The children gave me some
homemade, decorated fancy shaped biscuits and sang a
beautiful Christmas, trust me, life just does not get better
than that.

This started with a few words about the soil, ended with
the green grass of home, so many lovely people want to
join this community and live the good life that is here for
you all. Reach out to your neighbours, smile and shout
Hooray.
Finally, Litter
Pickers Find:
A heavy
brass/iron ferrule
for a gent’s
walking stick,
you will need a
splodge of glue
and two brass
pins to reaffix it
to the bottom of
your walking
assistant. It is in
my pocket so
just ask and
smile.
A Lane in Leintwardine - Judith Cock
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Potato Farming…
Robert Wells (Wells Rain Irrigation)
THE TEME VALLEY FOR FARMING
POTATOES
I have customers all over Hereford who are envious of the
Leintwardine area as it has such a great reputation for
producing high quality potatoes. The reason for this is the
type and characteristics of the soil. It is formed of medium
loam but has a special feature in that it contains a colloidal
fraction ( clay like). The soil, although light, sticks to your
boots! This feature in conjunction with a free draining
subsoil makes it ideal for growing potatoes. The colloidal
fraction makes a greasy surface on the potatoes and as
A tractor with pipe laying reels - by Robert Wells
they grow larger the surface of the potato is lubricated, so it
The
header
main
is installed and this pipe has a saddled
enables the soil to be pushed aside without scratching the
three
way
take
off
to feed the water down the rows.
skin. This may seem trivial but if the skin is scratched and
broken it enables several closely related bacteria to gain
entrance to the potato. These bacteria are grouped
together under the name of Streptomyees Scabies. The
bacteria infects the skin and causes it to look scabby,
unattractive and unmarketable, especially to the
supermarkets. This damage only occurs when the potatoes
are just forming (at tuber initiation) and this can only be a
period of ten or fifteen days, especially when there are
several warm spring days
The solution to this problem is exactly what the Teme Valley
has to offer, which is the above colloidal soil and copious
A header main water distribution pipe - by Robert Wells
amounts of water from the Teme River to keep the soil well
The header main goes across the track and is attached to
lubricated and thus avoid the devastating problem of Scab
the control centre which contains an air valve, a flushing
(Streptomees Scrabies).
valve, a filter, main control valve, pressure reducing valve
and a small computer timer for switching the section on and
The water fraction of the mix is where I come in. Some
off at a predetermined time.
twenty years ago I decided the using of reel irrigators with
big guns firing the water ninety feet in the air was not only
wasteful but also highly energy inefficient. So I decided to
stop selling reel irrigators and start promoting drip irrigation,
which had been developed in this country and perfected in
Israel. The Israelis can’t afford to waste one drip of water. I
was lucky at the time when I started to promote drip
irrigation that the environmental agency was starting to get
very strict about the observance of the extraction licences
for farmers. The opening for me at that time was created
because farmers were not required to have a licence for
abstraction from the river if they drip irrigated.
The system of drip irrigation is quite complicated, because
An irrigation control centre with flushing valves - by Robert Wells
the actual drip pipe that goes down the rows is only twenty
With this system the sections in the field are fairly small, do
millimetre in diameter and has a drip emitter every sixty
not consume vast quantities of water and are far more
centimeters. All the emitters have to drip at the same rate
controllable than the large reel irrigators. As a consequence
whether they are at the beginning of the row or at the end.
the system does not deplete the streams. Another
My emitters drip at a rate of 2.1Litres /hour. Each outlet is
controlled by a diaphragm which moves to close the dripper advantage of the drip system is that it puts all the water by
the base of the potato and so minimizes evaporation and
to regulate it, and to push the water to the far end of the
windage.
pipe.
The operation is as follows: we have a tractor with three
large reels of pipe. Each reel holds five thousand metres of
pipe. The pipe is reeled out down the rows (see below).
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So with all this innovation we get a high quality baking
potato that stands up to the scrutiny of the shopper who
peers through plastic shrink wrap at two potatoes on a
plastic tray without scab on the skin and quickly pays a
premium price for perfection. This in turn pays for the extra
cost of drip irrigation.
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…in Leintwardine
Stuart Hutchings
rewetted do not flow through the equipment well. The soil is
sieved by a stone separator, with stones and clods being
Although one could survive well physically on a diet solely of buried in the wheel tracks between each bed of two rows.
potatoes, this would be extreme. Even for a normal level of The potatoes are planted with 15 cm of soil around the tuber
and with a root bed below that will allow roots to grow down
consumption in Britain we still need to grow 90 kg of
one cm in length per day.
potatoes per person. We grow 300 acres of potatoes on
1800 acres of good arable land in a one in six rotation and
it would take a thousand growers of our size to produce the Whereas with our cereal crops we can contour plant to
required quantity. Potatoes are stored in one tonne boxes in reduce erosion risk, with potatoes, the sieving process
during planting and harvest results in soils and potatoes
cold stores on the farm, serving table potato packers and
being heavily distributed towards the lower side whilst
chip makers throughout the year.
crossing a bank. A damaged potato is wasted so much care
The soils of our ancient Silurian uplands and recent alluvial is needed to avoid damage and bruising. Where there is
valleys are rich in silt, a fraction of some 70%. This moisture likely to be storm erosion risk we leave the bottom of the
retentive soil, coupled with good summer rainfall levels, can field unplanted, and deep work the soil in order that water
produce good yields of quality potatoes without irrigation, in will percolate into the ground. Avoiding soil compaction
most years. Our other advantage compared with traditional during planting and harvesting is a major goal.
potato growing areas is that root attacking potato cyst
Potato blight and aphid borne viruses are major challenges.
nematodes have not become endemic in these soils.
Choosing varieties with the best resistance and using blight
forecast and aphid trapping information helps minimise
Over twenty years we have built up a cropping relationship
sprays. An answer would be breeding in tolerance genetics.
with six farms between Aymestrey and Clungunford.
Potatoes are grown in rotation, on suitable good arable land, In the autumn you will be aware of trailers on the road, and
at times muddy wheels at gateways. A very wet autumn is a
one year in six. This is generally followed by a crop of
wheat that benefits from the organic manure applied for the nightmare, but we aim to harvest in good time and to brush
up the road as we go. The harvest team includes two
potatoes, and from the break from cereals. The preceding
neighbouring farmers and their tractors and eight
crop may be an early harvested barley crop followed with
Bulgarians. They come to us between late cherry picking
turnips for sheep to graze before the spring planting of the
and Christmas wreath making.
potatoes.

THE HUMBLE POTATO

Once the soil is dry enough in spring, animal manures will
be spread and ploughed in. The first cultivation is generally
in April, then we plant as soon as possible. Soils that are

Enjoy your Farm Assured British potatoes!
N.B. The lorries lumbering down the High Street in
Leintwardine come from several different farms!

high in protein. Because it is literally on our doorstep, there
are hardly any transportation costs. Unlike many parts of
the UK, where game is a luxury with prices to match, it can
By Peter Forshaw
be bought locally cheaply. Recommended retailers for the
best game include butchers Andrew Francis and D.W.
One of the joys of living in Leintwardine is the abundance
of high quality game on our doorstep. We are talking about Wall & Son in Ludlow and our own Dough Griffiths in
Leintwardine. In the case of game birds, they are plucked,
Venison from the nearby Mortimer Forest and Pheasants
dressed and ready to cook, so no mess.
from Downton. Other species include wild duck, partridge,
rabbit and wood pigeon.
There are numerous delicious recipes available at:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/food/game
Many villagers will have noticed the influx of "shooters" at
this time of year, visiting the Lion and The Sun, wearing
Eat game, eat local, enjoy!
their traditional plus 4 hunting breeches, tattersall shirts
and tweeds. I do acknowledge the fact that there are
people who find the whole thing objectionable and I respect
their opinion. However there is no denying the visual pomp
and ceremony attributed to this type of sport, which goes
back generations. It is very impressive to witness how
proud these individuals are of their heritage and sense of
rural history. It's not just the "corporate" shooters either, as
many locals are involved, from beaters to gamekeepers.
The overall contribution to the village economy/
employment cannot be underestimated, especially during
the quieter winter months.

Game

If you have not tried game yet, you are in for a treat. To
start with it's very lean and low in fat, full of flavour and
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Andrew Francis traditional butchers in Ludlow - By Peter Forshaw (2018)
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The Land of Leintwardine
Culain Morris
What better than a look at UK’s carnivores to illustrate the
variety of habitats with which we are blessed: we have all six
indigenous species – badger, fox, polecat, pine marten,
stoat and weasel. They have been joined, and seem not to
be threatened by, the mink; since this fur-farm escapee has
become established, it has carved out its own niche in our
rivers, streams and wherever it can thrive. But the six real
Brits in the list occupy between them the whole range of the
countryside that surrounds us; my neighbour in Watling St.
is one of the few locals who has seen a pine marten in hot
pursuit of a grey squirrel, in the woods up West of Wigmore.
The corridor of continuous hill-top woodland between there
and Clunton Coppice where the nearest proven population
of this elusive predator is located, provides just the sort of
opportunity for the marten to expand its range and
population. Who will be next to see one?
Our waterways are a much more obvious highway network
for the creatures which we can enjoy seeing, or at least
appreciate their presence. I’ve seen salmon jump at
Leintwardine bridge just two or three times in seventeen
years, but we know they are here; only the fly-fisher people
who catch the young parr get to see a salmon regularly.
Another rarely-seen special is intimately linked with the
salmon; the larvae of the old pearl mussels in the Clun
choose salmon (not trout) as their hosts for their parasitic
stage, sucking blood from the gills of the fish. A third
periodic event which gives a special appreciation of the
Teme’s range of fish species is the electro-fishing needed to
save them during times of low summer flow; the strangelooking lamprey, with its sucker- like mouth, can be part of
the catch.
The birds we glimpse include the kingfisher and dipper, the
little egrets which presumably reckon there’s not much point
in trying to hide if you are brilliant white, the herons of
Buckton whose nesting colony is well worth a visit when its
got noisy young in residence, and the cormorant. Here we
may complain about a seashore bird coming to eat our fish,
but to see the oyster-catchers on the stretch of the Teme by
Black Bridge, hiding their nest-scrapes on shingle-banks, is
a pretty good compensation.

negative impact on populations of our other bumble-bees,
and are excellent pollinators of raspberries!
Watch out, though, for the Asian Hornet, which is smaller
than our resident European type and, if it gets established,
will pose a real problem for our UK honey-bee colonies: it
is a serious and agile hunter of bees and has become a
major problem on the Continent.
A summer visitor we can all enjoy, living up to its name on
the valerian blossom and other small flowers into which it
can get its tongue, is the Humming-bird Hawk Moth; this
handsome pink-white-brown and black insect is one of the
day-time sightings that always merits a note in my longterm diary. The much larger relative, with a tongue almost
a hands-breadth long which you might hope to find at dusk
on your Nicotiana flowers, is the Convolvulus Hawk Moth.
As I write this in late January, every day I am checking a
live-mammal trap set in my shed to protect stored frames
of comb from mice; so far, I’m catching something roughly
every week. The main culprits are handsome yellowcollared mice, the largest British species, which I had not
met before coming to Leintwardine, although my book says
it is widely-distributed. The last one I released showed its
spectacular jumping ability. Unexpectedly, two of my
catches have been field voles; I did not think they would
like bread/peanut butter ! The other small mammals we
have in significant numbers include the shrews; a very
smart black (above) and white (below) species which my
book says is a water shrew seems to travel away from
water, or maybe the dead ones I’ve found have been
moved by a predator but not damaged. They are
supposed to have an unpleasant taste !
Finally, in this brief and necessarily individual survey of our
ecosystems’ wildlife, let’s look at a group of birds which
illustrates perfectly how one particular habitat resource can
be a factor which explains why we have them here but at
the same time limits their numbers.

Invasive species have become a feature in our plant and
animal communities, and have a varied reception.
Himalayan Balsam has found our river-banks an excellent
location, but is rightly feared as an over-aggressive
newcomer which has out-competed the native plants. Only
the beekeepers, perhaps, will speak up for it; a late-season
harvest of its honey is much valued. Japanese Knotweed,
on the other hand, has no friends and rightly so; it is
establishing a foothold in a few spots and will prove very
hard to eliminate.
A more welcome incomer, this time in the insect world, is the
Tree Bumble Bee. It arrived across the Channel in 2001 and
has spread steadily; I first found a colony in a church-yard
yew tree in 2012, and now get quite regular news of them
causing concern because they are mistaken for honey-bee
swarms moving into inconvenient nest-sites. The good
news is that they rarely sting, don’t seem to have had a
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Himalayan Balsam - By Culain Morris (2018)
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Hidden Treasure
Brian Grice
Treasure! Dubloons, pieces of eight, sovereigns, five-guinea
coins! Who wouldn’t want to find a stash of gold at the
bottom of the garden? The hunt for hidden riches has been
for centuries the theme of many a swashbuckling saga that
grabbed readers’ and never released them from their grip.
Once upon a time treasure maps with a helpful “X marks the
spot” motif were the only way of pursuing a secret hoard
with any hope of success but times have moved on. We now
have the technology to find buried, precious objects without
the need for a piece of suspect, yellowing parchment.
Yes (drum roll, please), it’s the metal detector and I’ve
recently acquired such an instrument. And, the day after it
arrived, we struck gold. Unbelievable, right? Well, it’s true
but we did know where to look.
There was no map but a friendly farmer, learning of my
recent purchase, asked if I would like to do him a favour.
Five years ago the farmer, Charlie Fernyhough, had lost his
wedding ring, just six months after the ceremony, during a
difficult lambing in a Dutch barn. He knew where he had
dropped the ring but, distracted by a distressed ewe and a
vet, he didn’t start searching until the next day.
Unable to locate the ring he gathered all the straw from the
floor in and around the sheep’s pen and squashed it into a
giant bag, the type used by builders’ merchants for
delivering large quantities of sand.

It has become blindingly obvious that, before the start of
household waste collections, residents would routinely bury
any non-combustible, non-biodegradable rubbish on their
own land.
From the very bottom of the garden to the ground outside
the back door, the earth has given up a boxful of junk:
buckets, a cast iron grating for a coal fire, nails (large and
small), scraps of chicken wire, an aluminium thimble (early
20th century), a musket ball (unfired), a lovely old glass
bottle, an engine valve, tube of glue, a one kilogram lead
weight… (Go to bggrice.wordpress.com for more items
and photos).
We are surrounded by spoil heaps! But, as they say, one
man’s junk is another man’s treasure and the most
interesting part of this adventure has been trying to identify
the finds or at least attempt to work out what they were
used for.
So, it might be junk to all and sundry but I shall, weather
permitting, keep hunting for my treasure.

Charlie had been unable to find the object over the next five
years despite several attempts at sifting the detritus (straw
and dried sheep droppings). Cue metal detectorist!
In a nutshell, the prodigal ring made wireless contact with
the metal detector after 45 minutes of extracting the
straw/poo, a bit at a time, and waving the wand over each
new heap. The pinging (not ponging) thin wafer of
desiccated straw/poo looked very innocent and I would have
ignored it if the machine hadn’t urged me on. Cracking open
the two-inch square packet, the ‘treasure’ was revealed.
So, that is how my detecting story started. Not a bad first
chapter.
Over the next two months my garden has kept me busy.
It is the Hirundines and their “look-alike”. Which is the odd
one out here: house-martin, sand-martin, swift, swallow ?
They all migrate to Africa, they all feed on insects caught in
flight – but the swift is not a song-bird ! I guess we would all
agree that the screaming fly- past of the swifts is not singing,
but why, when we see from time to time, a couple of
hundred feet above the village, all the village swifts doing it
together, there are always about twenty birds. They seem
to survive the dangers of going across the Sahara and back
better than the others in the list, so why don’t their numbers
increase ? The answer is almost certainly that all the
available nest-sites in the village are in use: Bridge House
can accommodate 3 pairs, No.7 Church Road has 2 pairs,
up Watling St there are sites inside the roof-spaces of three
more properties which can take 4 more pairs. If more
village birds get back from Africa, the younger ones look for
possible places to nest and can’t find any. They have to
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Farmer, Charlie Fernyhough, and his wedding ring reunited after five years apart - By Brian Grice

move elsewhere. We must hope that roof-repairs and loftconversions don’t reduce this vital resource for our swifts.
Swallows also have a problem finding nest-sites; since
2001, I know of four places on Watling St. which can’t be
used by them any more. To compensate, the number of
nesting pairs in the church porch has increased, from one
back then to a maximum of three in recent years; but they
don’t like being squashed together ! House-martins and
sand-martins, on the other hand, have a much bigger
choice of eaves and river-banks for their nests. The sad
decline in house-martin numbers in 2017 was because of
weather events somewhere on the hazardous trip to Congo
and back.
Let’s look forward to all four species giving us much
pleasure in 2018.
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Health & Wellbeing
Pauline Hawker-Bond
THE TRIALS OF TRAILS

approach is that you begin to get to know new people as
well as the new landscape.

One tough lesson was enough to teach me that you can’t
After only three days, thanks to five very friendly fellow
just set out for a walk with a 7.5 stone dog armed with
walkers, we had found enough walks from our Watling
water and a map.
Street home to be certain that canines as well as
humans would settle well in Leintwardine. Only twice
have we bundled the dogs into the car to find a walk
whereas we used to do this on a daily basis. It hasn’t
always been plain sailing as one recommendation
overlooked the size of the one hound who would not fit
through through the well placed dog flap. My poor map
reading added a kilometre or two to a walk and led to a
sit down strike three quarters of the way around.

Little and Large - Pauline Hawker-Bond

Imagine, if you will, a hot sunny day with not a cloud in
the sky. A breezy walk by the River Severn with the dogs
seemed ideal. We found a shaded car park and the path
was well marked and we were over 2 miles into the route
when we came to a high stile. There was no way around
it, no way under it and no way through it. Despite the
best efforts of his two owners, Ludo was definitely not
going over this obstacle. We tried putting the front paws
on top and lifting the back end but there is a good reason
why deerhounds are categorised as “ long dogs”. Just
when you have the front under control and heading in the
right direction, you lose the back end! There was nothing
for it but to give up and retrace our steps; hot, tired and
frustrated but thankfully without too much damage to
either dog or human bodies.
On paper, Leintwardine ticked all the new boxes as the
perfect village to move to from a tiny Gloucestershire
village which had become too remote from essential
services for those of advanced years. The one big worry
was not for ourselves but for our two dogs, the
aforementioned deerhound and Wilf the whippet who
had become accustomed to a very large garden and
access to a wide swathe of forestry land. Each early
exploration of potential walks from the potential new
abode came to an abrupt end with one of those
insuperable stiles.

The trials of stiles - Pauline Hawker-Bond

Maybe some “Miles Without Stiles” walks for the north of
Herefordshire (there are two produced by Herefordshire
County Council for the south) would be useful and not
just for owners of large dogs?
Perhaps an informal group of experienced local walkers
combined with artistic talent could put together a
Leintwardine Dog Walks leaflet showing footpaths that
points out stiles, difficult terrain and potential livestock
presence…. Just a thought!

In this situation, there are several options. Abandon the
hope of living in your dream home or you can stoically
persevere and hope that through trial and error you will
find at least a couple of dog walks.
Online searches would yield some possibilities but the
very best solution is to spot local dog owners and use
their expert knowledge. The huge reward of this
Cold starlings in the Leintwardine snow - by Judy Offer (2017)
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Health & Wellbeing
Andrea Moore
PETS AS THERAPY
Toby’s Career as a PAT Dog Continues
After Toby, my then 9 year old collie-lab mix, and I had
been visiting the old folks’ home for about 18 months, it
was closed down and re-sited many miles further away,
so we made a final visit to see our old friends settling in to
their spanking new home and decided it was time to find
another place to visit, closer to home. Toby was finding
the care homes very hot, so I began to wonder about a
change in direction. Our village primary school, very
similar to Leintwardine’s, had a new head teacher, full of
dynamic ideas and I approached her to suggest
Read2Dogs, which was then a fairly new concept in
encouraging reluctant young readers to read to a dog
rather than a human who might be too daunting, critical or
just not interesting enough! She had a puppy and was
hugely enthusiastic about canine involvement, so we
discussed ways we could make it work- mostly with small
groups of 4-6 children coming to read to Toby in the
school library area, each taking turns to read a few pages
from their books, before, as a reward, they could ask
questions about Toby or tell me about their pets or hopes
for a pet.
I found the experience particularly interesting on many
levels: If the children were calm and quiet, Toby would
settle down beautifully and “listen with his eyes closed”. If
it took a while to stop fidgety bottoms, Toby would also be
restless. Some groups included a child who was fearful of
dogs but wanted to come along because their best friend
was doing it. They would start by sitting furthest away,
observing the scene and range of behaviours Toby might
display and over the course of a few weeks they would
edge forwards, gaining in confidence, often ending up
being the ones clamouring to be allowed to hold Toby’s
lead and sit right next to him. We had many discussions
on caring for your pets, putting yourself in their
paws/shoes and the responsibilities of pet care - who
cleans up after the puppy? Guilty admission - usually
Mum, and the importance of cleaning up poops in the
street, consistency in training etc.

chore, but the incentive of being able to talk about the
misdemeanours of their pets after they had done their
bit of reading was pretty successful. And the idea of
reading to the dog worked particularly well for a special
needs lad who didn’t want to talk to people at all, but
really engaged with animals. After some months with
him visibly improving, he couldn’t resist telling me that
his father had promised him a dog of his own. In due
course it arrived and the boy’s behaviour became far
less extreme as he patiently and successfully trained
the dog. His sense of achievement was phenomenal
and seemed to relieve the tensions he’d felt before.
I’m not sure how much reading skills were improved,
but the children definitely learnt about speaking to the
group, listening to each other and contributing to the
discussions. One of the funniest - among the 5 year
olds - was whether Toby’s gravy bones really tasted of
gravy and was it safe to find out? One lad was
perfectly happy to have a taste and the others watched
in awed, open-mouthed silence as he had a thorough
lick and declared that, ‘Yes, they do taste very gravyish,
more beef than chicken!’
Sadly, Toby is nearly 16 now and too deaf to listen to
reading anymore, but they were very happy days!
Surveys since then have declared Read2Dogs a great
success.

Toby used to sniff the children as they came in and I
explained that he was checking what they’d had for
breakfast and whether they had a cat or dog themselves,
so of course they all wanted to tell me whether it was
Weetabix or toast they’d had and actually, it was Nanna’s
dog he could detect… So we’d move on to how important
food and smells are to a dog and how he reads and
interprets a smell like the children read a detective book.
Then we had the monotone readers - we had some
success in getting more expression into their reading by
seeing whether Toby noticed if their voice got excited or
whether he jumped if there was a BANG in the tale!
There were quite a few boys for whom reading was just a
Toby the dog hard at work - by Andrea Moore
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Art & Literature
Jo Comino
My present job as Marketing Manager of Borderlines Film
Festival began in 2009 and it’s a sheer pleasure to witness
Flicks in the Sticks is returning to Leintwardine this month how cinema can bring people together to share an experience
and talk about it afterwards, both in big spaces like The
and I’m the new promoter, responsible for final selection
Courtyard in Hereford, but also in village halls in tiny,
of the films and organising the shows. I’ve lived in, well,
scattered communities like Pudleston or Garway. That’s why I
outside Leintwardine technically, at Adleymoor, for over
twenty years but most of my working life has been tied up think it’s important for Leintwardine to have Flicks in the Sticks
and I’m certain Naomi Vera-Sanso, Borderlines Film Festival
with film in one way or another.
Director, who lives in Watling Street, agrees with me.
I started making short films with a Super 8 home movie
camera when I was an art student in Reading. When I left, We’ll be kicking off with two films during this year’s Borderlines.
From the Festival’s Film Africa season, Félicité from Senegal
I helped out at the London Filmmakers’ Co-operative in
(23 February) is a film full of music and dreams, set in chaotic
Camden Town as Cinema Organiser.
Kinshasa in the Republic of Congo.Félicité is a nightclub
The Film Co-op had been set up in the 1960s by a group singer whose life is turned upside down when her son has a
of filmmakers who were very much against the Hollywood serious motorcycle accident. In Between (8 March) is about
cinema way of doing things, where you go and sit in a
three strong, independent Palestinian women who share an
dark room and get sucked into the story that you see on
apartment in Tel Aviv, and tread very different paths between
the screen.
tradition and modern life.

FLICKS IN THE STICKS

The Cinema and workshops were housed in disused
British Rail buildings by the side of the line. Downstairs
there was a laundry which serviced a lot of hairdressers.
As the lights went up after screenings, we became aware
that we had a bit of a cockroach problem, a rare African
breed, the pest controller told us when we called him in.
Until the powder he put down took effect, we never
turned the lights up too high after the show and ushered
people out quickly before they discovered why there was
crunching underfoot.

In April, we’ll be going local with a new documentary called
Herefordshire Life Through a Lens: Stories From the
Hopyards that is all about… hops. Based around the
rediscovered archive of photographer Derek Evans, it features
interviews recorded with hop-pickers, farmers and brewers
around the county.

Finally, before the break till the new season in September,
we’ll be showing Film Stars Don’t Die in Liverpool, starring
Annette Bening , Jamie Bell and Julie Walters, that recounts
the passionate love affair between unconventional Hollywood
Because the films we showed were generally so obscure, star Gloria Grahame and a young British actor during the
I had to write them up for London listings magazine,
1970s in her final years.
Time Out, and was asked if I would do more reviews for
them. This lead on to my next career as a film journalist
in London, first for Time Out, then City Limits, and
eventually for The Guardian.
In the years that followed, I made a documentary for
Channel 4, and taught Film Studies at De Montfort
University and the University of East London.

All this came to an abrupt end when, in the mid ’90s, I left
London and moved, with a young family, to the
Herefordshire/Shropshire borders. Another career
change, this time to teaching Adult Education IT, at
Ludlow College, later at Shrewsbury Sixth Form.
Someone mentioned to me that Arts Alive was thinking of
starting up a cinema scheme. I got in touch with one of its
directors, Ian Kerry, and soon I was scooting round the
countryside at night with a carload of portable cinema
equipment, as one of the 2 technicians on the pilot Flicks
in the Sticks season. I’ve carried on working alongside
Ian and Flicks in the Sticks ever since.
Jo Comino - by Matthew Evans

Library Opening Hours
Tuesdays:
Thursdays:
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Every Third Saturday
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10.00 – 16.30
14.00 – 16.30
10.00 – 12.30
14.00 – 16.30

For details of membership, please contact FOLCL
Secretary Mark Ferrero on:
mark.ferrero@btinternet.com
01547 540627
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Art & Literature
Sheila Chilvers
PUSS IN BOOTS
Casting cannot be an easy task, but the combination of
Francesca Bingham, Mark Ferrero and Stephen
If the wellbeing of our community were to be measured
Nockolds as the Millar family provided some of the
by the success of the Leintwardine Players’ seasonal
funniest scenes of the evening. Mark Abbott put in a
pantomime, then it is very much alive and kicking! The
trademark performance as the lawyer Hugo Cheetham
December performances of Puss in Boots were to sell
out audiences on both Friday and Saturday evening, with (“of Cheetham and Prosper Co, Solicitors!) with young
Robin Fletcher the perfect foil as Dave, his long-suffering
an additional Saturday matinee which was also well
attended. Audiences were soon enthusiastically shouting clerk, (Dave Clerk – get it?) resulting in a most
successful pairing.
‘Look behind you!’ and ‘Oh no he isn’t!’. The familiar
story was reworked to excellent effect by Pauline
Kenward, who also directed. The streamlined plot made
the most of the talented players and what an array of
talent there is in the community. Whilst young and old in
the audience enjoyed the performance, this was
matched by the involvement of all ages on the stage,
from 5 and 6-year-olds upwards.
Having seen the productions over the past few years, it
is gratifying to see how the younger performers have
blossomed, moving from the chorus line to centre stage
to perform brilliantly. Kitty Littlar and Amelia Bassett
gave strong performances, both in terms of their acting,
but also in the quality of their singing, for example in
their charming duet ‘Count on Me’. So often the whole
effect can be marred if the musical focal points are not
convincing; in this case they most certainly were. With
the deft accompaniment of Paul James, the audience
could sing along with favourites such as ‘Always Look on
the Bright Side of Life’, ‘These Boots were Made for
Walking’ and ‘Bring me Sunshine’.

Scenes from the Play - by Holly Littlar (2017)

Emily Watts, as Puss the Cat, gave a spirited and lively
portrayal of the feline with a consistently effective
performance. She was more than a match for the
glorious crowd of rats, played to perfection by pupils from
the primary school. They were well coached by Holly
Littlar, responding with bright-eyed and disciplined focus.
Holly was also the Good Fairy using her clear diction and
graceful movement to excellent effect.
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Scenes from the Play - by Holly Littlar (2017)

As for the royalty, Mark Ferrero and Jean Ball, there was
no mistaking their greed and haughty disdain. The key
role of Puss in Boots was strongly portrayed by Zoe
Morgan, who at one point hilariously brought the prompt,
Patrick Orton, into the limelight. One might have thought
that Ken Dodd, as the footman, had the least promising
material to work with, but he very amusingly exploited his
ability to switch from deadpan passive to animated
liveliness. The chorus were cohesive and responsive,
again reflecting a wide
age range.
This was a production which was as much the work of
those off stage as it was those on stage. There are
always many unsung heroes in the background. Dave
Fletcher, Andrew Boulton and Angela Ellis did a fine job
with their responsibilities of lights, sound and stage
management. Tim Littlar and his team of helpers had
created a versatile and imaginative set, allowing for
many variations in entrances and exits. The costumes,
which in great part were kindly loaned by the Richards
Castle drama group, were used to good effect. What a
stroke of genius to create the impression of many
different villagers passing by, just by changing their hats!
It was obvious that everyone involved had thoroughly
enjoyed the experience, and those watching it did too.
This was clearly a community effort done by the
community and to the benefit of the community. We are
indeed fortunate to have the Leintwardine Players!
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Leintwardine Parish Roundup
Chairman Mike Collins
The Parish Council has been continuing to progress
the following matters

These product were flushed under water pressure
down the combined sewer on the A4113 .The
combined sewer became blocked again at the junction
Highway Matters
of the High street and Dark Lane at a point where the
combined sewer flowing south meets the discharge
The repairs to the bridge over the River Teme were
from Roman Close flowing north. There then followed
completed as scheduled before Christmas..In order to a series of blockages and floodings as the debris was
improve the visibility of bridge approach from the
flushed towards the bottom of Watling Street through
North a long held ambition to remove the ivy bush and a series of bottlenecks. The problem persists during
the overhanging tree branches in front of Leintwardine days of heavy rainfall. At every connection there as
Manor was at last achieved.
evidence of incorrect use of the sewage system as
well as some structural defects.. Amey’s supervising
Drainage Issues
engineer is being called to site to make him fully
aware of the problem.
Amey Construction (contractor for Severn Trent
Water), completed relining the combined sewer In
In the meantime villagers are urged again not to flush
Watling Street from Rosemary Lane up to the junction unsuitable material into the sewage system.
with Church Street. The contractors then transferred
their attentions to the combined sewer on the A4113
New Homes in Leintwardine
opposite Hightree Lodge. Earlier inspections by
camera had revealed debris lying in the base of an
The site of the ten dwellings to the north of
inpection chamber the cover of which was covered by Leintwardine Surgery is now known as Plough
tarmac. The manhole cover was exposed and opened Meadow. The earthworks to the field north of the
and the debris was extracted. The manhole cover and development is going to need some regrading before
frame was then removed, raised and rebedded and
the grass seed is applied However the drainage
the road surface reinstated.
swale will be retained.
Whilst Amey were working in this area a problem
occurred with a foul connection at Hightree The
connection was backing up and inspection revealed
that the pipe was blocked with sanitary products.

The land east of Rosemary has been rebranded as
Rosemary Fields by the developer ZannaB .The
company has started pre-application discussions with
Herefordshire County Council.

LEINTWARDINE PARISH CLERK - VACANCY
Leintwardine Group Parish Council is looking for a part time clerk to work from home. Initially for 7
hours per week. The salary will follow national guidelines and be subject to experience. The Parish
Council will offer training to enable the new clerk to become CiCLA qualified. Please apply to HALC
for an application form. lynda@halchereford.gov.uk

YOUR PARISH COUNCIL
Chairman
Mr Michael Collins
Vice Chairman
Mrs Cheryl Woolley

Councillors
01547 540640

01547 540180

Acting Clerk
Michael Collins
Email: leintwardinegpc@gmail.com
County Councillor Mortimer Ward
Carole Gandy
01568 780583
Email: carole.gandy@herefordshire.gov.uk

Mr. James Davidson
Mr. Jonathan Hopkinson
Ms. Emma Gorbutt
Mr. John Evans

01547 540 226
01547 540 422
01547 540 378
01547 540 539

Next Copy Date: 15th May 2018
The opinions expressed in this publication are those of the contributors and not
necessarily those of the parish council or of the editor(s) of Leintwardine Life.

There are currently seven Parish Council vacancies - please contact your local councillor ASAP if you are interested!
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Council Matters
Councillor Carole Gandy
LETTER FROM YOUR COUNTY COUNCILLOR
Firstly may I wish you all a Happy New Year. From a
weather point of view it has been quite depressing
with snow, gales and heavy rain and unfortunately the
frosts we have experienced prior to and since
Christmas has only caused more degradation to our
local road network. However part of the ongoing
dispute with Amey, the contractor prior to Balfour
Beatty has now been resolved and Herefordshire
Council has received £5.5 million with more to follow
which I have been assured will be spent on road
resurfacing and repairs during 2018/19. I will do
everything I can to ensure that Mortimer ward gets its
fair share of this money.

essential services, difficult decisions had to be taken
which I support.
Our hospitals, GP practices and Adult Social Care
have been under great pressure this winter, in fact it is
now becoming the norm throughout the year. If you
have any suggestions on how such services can be
improved or you require information about how to
access local health and social care services do not
hesitate to contact Healthwatch Herefordshire on
01432 277044 or email them at
info@healthwatchherefordshire.co.uk who are
there to help you. They may also use your views to
make recommendations to influence and improve
services in the future.

Leintwardine Library is a vital service for many people
in Mortimer ward and very well used but for some
who are less mobile it may seem that their library
service is no longer accessible to them. Herefordshire
Library Service offers a home delivery service which
provides books and talking books for those who due to
age, frailty, mobility or disability cannot access a
library. The service is also available to carers of
You will by now have read that Herefordshire Council
people within the above categories. You may borrow
has taken the decision to raise their portion of the
a maximum of 20 books and 12 CDs at any one time
Council Tax by 4.9% of which 2% will be ring fenced
for Adult Social Care. We recognise that for some this and the service is free. You will be visited every 6
weeks on the same day of the week. If you are
increase may cause some hardship as overall as a
interested please contact the Delivered Library
County many of our residents are on low incomes. If
Services staff on 01432 260645.
you are such a person or family, please check with
Herefordshire Council as to whether you are entitled
As always please do not hesitate to contact me if you
to a reduction under Herefordshire Council’s Council
Tax Reduction Scheme. I believe that a council’s first have a problem, or just want a chat. I am also always
responsibility must be to look after its most vulnerable happy to visit you if that would be easier.
residents and therefore, with an increasing elderly
Just telephone 01568 780583
population and the need to increase the Childrens
Services budget by £2 million whilst maintaining other
Or email carole.gandy@herefordshire.gov.uk
I and my husband Barry attended both the Wigmore
Christmas Concert and the Leintwardine Carols on the
Green, both events we thoroughly enjoyed. I would
particularly like to thank all those residents in
Leintwardine who gave up their time to organise the
Carols on the Green.

HOW TO CLAIM FOR DAMAGE TO
VEHICLES FROM POTHOLES
Several people have contacted us to complain
about the state of the roads. Since the severe
winter weather, road conditions have deteriorated
further, and present an ever increasing hazard to
all travellers.
If you want to claim compensation from
Herefordshire County Council for damage to your
vehicle or yourself, then the web-site below will
supply you with the correct form with which to
apply.
https://www.herefordshire.gov.uk/downloads
/file/1854/highway_incident_claim_form
A farmer in the snow - Rob Cock (2017)
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Tales from the bus stop
MOONSHINE

He was steered gently but firmly to a place by the fire
and handed the whisky bottle. Another man leant
eagerly forward and asked, “So where do you stand
on Frankenstein?”.
Colin could only think that he was mad or asleep. He
just had a vague memory of Frankenstein as a
monster created in a laboratory, who turned out to
have human emotions.

“Well, you know Colin has always been a bit of a
Romeo,” said a man to his companion as they waited
for the bus. “Did you hear he got thrown out of the pub “I don’t know,” he mumbled.
a few weeks back.? On the night of the full moon? He
“But you must have considered the question. What
pushed it too far, bothering some girl who wasn’t a
separates a human from an intelligent machine? “
local and got mad. It served Colin right really, but he
left in a great mood and set off towards Whitton.
“I don’t know anything about any question,” said Colin,
getting a bit emboldened by anger. “Why should I
He could see the ground as if it was daylight. The
moon was so bright that, being full of beer and fury, he know that? I should rather like to know what you all
think you are doing sitting up here in the middle of the
decided to run up Church Hill.
night and talking some sort of rubbish to each other.”
Probably hadn’t been up there since he was a boy.
When he reached the top, he walked on, enjoying the The men seemed worried by that. “No one sent you
cool air on his face and the shadows of the trees lit up then?”
in vivid detail by the moonlight. At first it was all silent, “Sent me? Up to the middle of nowhere with only the
and then he began to hear rustlings and mutterings as light of the moon to guide them. To talk about robots?
he disturbed birds and beasts as they went about their No. You must all be off your rockers.”
night time business, or slept in the bushes. He was
The man who had shown him where to sit by the fire
moved by a powerful feeling that he was
sighed, then said.”We thought you were one of us.
alone on top of the world, boss of all he
We arrive each month from different
surveyed. His lungs filled with clean air
directions on the night of the full moon. We
and his head buzzed with pleasure. He
discuss a chosen subject that we feel is
opened his mouth to sing out; then froze
important over a whisky or two. We call
in between breaths. There was a strange
ourselves the Hatters but we are following in the
light far ahead. He was suddenly afraid,
steps of the old Lunar Society. “
and kept as still as he could while he tried
Colin was relieved.“Oh, I get it. You are a sort
to work out what he was looking at. There
of club, and this is like a quiz night then. And
was a flickering glow, just above the ground.
the one who works out the answer first gets a
A UFO? Poachers? Should he go on or turn
fiver, sort of thing.”
back ? Reluctantly, as his curiosity grew
“If only there was an answer. We have only
stronger than his unease, he crept forwards,
more questions.”
squinting to try and see more. After what
seemed an age, he distinguished flames
Colin stood up. “Well, this real or fake
flickering up into the sky, and he caught the
question is easy,” he told them. “I like a bit of fun with
sound of voices coming over to him.
the ladies, and I would blooming well know if the lady I
So it had to be poachers, but there was nothing for
them to steal up there, and that fire was large and well
established. If they were up to no good, then they
weren’t bothered who saw them.
There were five men, sitting in a comfortable circle
round the blaze, sharing a bottle of whisky. One of
them said, “But would you want to destroy
Frankenstein if he came lunging out of the night to us
here, or see him as a creature deserving of our
sympathy? Does he, and the robots we are building
now, pose a threat or an opportunity?”
Colin’s brain spun. Robot talk under the full moon.
This was too weird for him. He turned to bolt in the
direction he had come when a hand fell on his
shoulder.
“Come and join us,” said a man he had never seen
before. “We would be glad of your opinion. As you will
know, we are discussing the difference between
human beings and creatures built with artificial
intelligence.”

was after was a girl or not. No real life date acts the
same as another. They remake the rules every time,
and I can’t keep up. No programming there. ”
He crashed off into the night, down the hill and home
to bed. When he returned to the pub over the next few
days, he had a new chat up line for the girls who came
in there.
“I can’t believe you are real. You look so perfect that
you could be one of those new robots they can make.
They are so clever that you don’t know the artificial
ones from actual flesh and blood. So give us a kiss so
I know you are human. “
“And did that get him anywhere?” asked the listener at
the bus stop.
“What do you think? It got him chucked out a couple of
times again, even when he tried to explain he was
doing a research project for the Hatters, who met to
discuss weighty matters at the full moon on the top of
Church Hill. People just groaned when he told them
that story, and agreed that Colin was full of
moonshine.”
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